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ABSTRACT
I have explored alternative material choice and manufacturing methods for creating curved crease origami,
and have developed a software package that is useful
not just for curved crease origami, but origami in general. I have used this software package to produce a
work of art from aluminum, and have published this
software with a helpful reference guide. In the process of producing this piece, I have also optimized the
cutting parameters (though only for 1/32” aluminum
intended to be bent by hand).
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INTRODUCTION

Curved crease origami is a unique type of origami,
where creases are not straight, but curved. This gives
curved crease origami a unique aesthetic within origami,
but also means that relatively little work has gone into
curved crease origami. In particular, to the author’s
knowledge, there are no software packages which currently support curved crease origami.
Additionally, though there are a number of software
packages designed to manipulate origami, none are optimized for producing files which can be CNC machined
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by a waterjet, laser cutter, vinyl cutter, or similar. Many
software packages only give a visual crease pattern as
output, which is unsuitable for CNC manufacture. It
would be nice if there were a software suite which could
be used to convert these crease patterns into files useful
for CNC manufacture. Unfortunately, there are not yet
CNC creasing machines available to hobbyists or even
most universities - the only current use of CNC bending machines is in specialized sheet metal shops, or
mass manufacturing of sheet metal components. Therefore, a software package targeted to CNC manufacture
of origami parts should be capable of working with
vector-based through-cutting machines, such as the
aforementioned waterjet, laser cutter, and vinyl cutter.
The unique aesthetics of curved crease origami tend
to highlight the flowing, smooth nature of paper. Therefore, it would be artistically interesting to break this
connection, producing curved crease origami out of
something that is tough and strong - sheet metal. Metal
is also ductile, which will allow it to bend without snapping, a critical feature for origami. Wood and almost
all materials which can be lasercut are not ductile, and
would require special, more advanced patterns to produce origami. Therefore, I decided to focus my efforts
on sheet metal.

2

CURVED CREASES

Curved creases have not had much research done relative to the rest of computational origami. Some highlights are Huffman’s original work, Demaine’s work,
and Koschitz’s work [1, 2]. Koschitz’s thesis in particular provides a fairly extensive review of previous work
on curved crease origami [3].
Some motivating examples of curved crease origami
for me are the work of Erik and Martin Demaine, especially the following few models, which are all based on
the original Bauhaus design of 1920’s. Some examples
are shown in Figure 1.

